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REYNOLDS GEORGE AND JANNE M SJODAHL comment-
ary on the pearl of great price compiler philip C reynolds
salt lake city 1965 391 ppap

according to harold lundstrom musicmusic editor of the
deseret news this commentary isis the result of combining the
heretofore unpublished testimonies observations research and
sound doctrine observations of george reynolds who was the
father of the compiler philip C reynolds and janne M sjo-
dahl father in law of the compiler reynolds and sjodahl are
well known in mormon circles for their previous commentaries
on the book of mormon and the doctrine and covenants in
this work their independent notes are seemingly combined no
individual authority isis established to give a verse by verse
commentary on the book of moses and the first four chapters
of the book of abraham unfortunately no commentary is
given on abraham 5 other than a reference back to the com-
mentary on moses chapter 3 nor is a commentary provided
for matthew chapter 24 joseph smith 1I joseph smith s story
joseph smith 11II or the articles of faith

the compiler has also included a rather lengthy introduc-
tory essay of seventy four pages entitled Is continuous revela-
tion necessary or was joseph smith a prophet of god this
introduction while interesting and in the viewview of the reviewer
basic as an approach to the pearl of great price might have
been somewhat shortened and still have answered the two
questions propounded inin the title appended to the comment-
ary on the book of abraham appp 322367322 367 is a reprint of
george reynolds the seed of abraham or are we of israel
which was first published in the pamphlet form in 1879 and
an article on the symbolism of the great pyramid which
is now out of date A nine page index concludes the volume

the mainmalnmainmaln value of this work is the verse by verse com-
mentary on the eight chapters of the book of moses and the
first four chapters of the book of abraham no previous verse
by verse commentary on the pearl of great price has been pub-
lished the commentary seems to draw heavily on sjodahlsjodahl s

acquaintance with the standard bible commentaries of his time
his access to hebrew as a source of insight into disputed pas-
sages and on the ready acquaintance of both authors with the
book of mormon and doctrine and covenants from their pre-
vious works
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the commentary will be valuable for suggested insights
into many verses inin the pearl of great price which normally
come up for discussion in classes and study groups on the
pearl of great price reynolds and sjodahl have some interest-
ing insights into such problems as the identity of the giants men-
tioned in moses 715 the meaning of moses 655 children
are conceived in sin the cain and abel story moses 5

especially moses 523 thou shaltshallshait rule over him and many
others A refreshing feature of the commentary to the reviewer
was the authors insights because of their familiarity with the
meaning of hebrew texts that form the backdrop for the pearl
of great price
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